Abstract-In this paper, we will present an optimal algorithm by evaluation of effective parameters on data mining algorithm. Using effective parameters on interactions of clustering method, this algorithm, WKMSDI, increases speed of data recovery. It occurs when our qualification function can optimize or improve clustering scope with given parameters. Attached parameters to basic function of k-means help us to increase system efficiency. For this purpose, recommended algorithm, compared to the preceding algorithms, increases system reliability for high processing. Effective parameters increase algorithm quality more than the compared algorithm. This needs integration of specific parameters to enhance system performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the twentieth century, environmental conditions for entering customers are among powerful managerial tools which are used in information technology. For processing cumulative percentage of information, we need to do high level data investigations at data bases.
Since implementation of ERP systems has increased over the recent years, scientific researchers in the fields of software and information technology have been preoccupied with rapid information search and reduction of survey time.
The software and hardware aspects of this issue have been always considered so that, using proper methods and assessments, the system has a mechanism by which we can reduce data base survey scheduling and improve relationships with the clients in order to enhance their level of satisfaction.
In distributed integrated systems which are based on ERPSD, two phases of software and hardware have been used and they have a high processing capacity within the distributed environment. [2] combined methods a suitable strategy has been presented which enhances the level of clients' satisfaction. Therefore, in order to increase the level of clients' satisfaction, we have replaced integrated central systems distributed integrated systems so that their dependability and security will be improved.
By studying previously Proposed frameworks and models, we succeeded in presenting suitable strategies for creating the new algorithm. Considering the new Proposed algorithm, we devised new technical methods in which a new methodology has been used because although all the abovementioned independent algorithms have some advantages but after combing effective factors, their performance decreases. Using the Proposed WKMSDI algorithm, we succeeded in improving the performance of the base KMeans algorithm.
II. DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS WITH DATA MINING MECHANISM
Successful implementation of ERP systems with regard to their capabilities has always been studied and in this matter the most effective factors are selection of suitable process and algorithm. [11] Knowledge discovery process, extracting suitable information, and using optimal algorithms are among the most important challenges in this regard. Taking into consideration their unique requirements, various companies have presented different strategies for data extraction and knowledge discovery. [12] Data abundance accumulation in the first phase ERPSD is a new method for integrating all current processes and optimizing the employment of system resources with regard to competitive level and clients' satisfaction using ERP. In this method, security and performance levels have increased compared with the previous model and, thus, time and cost have decreased. Acquiring the new methodology requires identification of ERPSD phases and data mining algorithms. [2] Following the review of the previous literature, it was found out that this methodology is better implemented in distributed rather than central systems. Therefore, in order to increase the efficiency, we use dependable distributed integrated systems so that we can remove problems observed in central ERPs. [8, 9] In a previous study, the ERPASD algorithm has increased security and performance levels as comparison with previous methods and also considering this algorithm, in the distributed information bank, a technical method has been presented which reduces the total cost of the distributed integrated system, calculates repetitive data using Apriori ERPSD, and optimizes the ERP system. [1] In order to control the data base and accessibility, there are various algorithms for data mining such as: K-Means, Page Rank, EM, and SVM Apriori. [3] But in this research, following an accurate and comprehensive study of various algorithms, we used K-Means algorithm which produces practical efficient results.
III. BASE K-MEANS ALGORITHM
Base K-Means algorithm is one of the preferable data mining algorithms in which clustering method is used. In a simple type of this method, first, random points equal to required clusters are selected. Then the data are related to one of these clusters according to their proximity to these clusters and new clusters are formed. [3] Repeating the same procedure, in each repetition by averaging the data new centers can be estimated for them and again the data can be related to new clusters. This procedure continues until no change occurs in the data.
The following function is the target function: ║xi(j) -cj ║2 is a criterion for the distance between xi(j) data points and cj cluster centre and j is the distance between n data points from their respective cluster centers. The problem with implementing this algorithm is that by determining the points and clustering in voluminous data, 
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Clustering with: still data abundance accumulation percentage in each cluster will be high and survey time in information bank will be higher compared with similar algorithms and we must present an algorithm which may reduce its search time.
IV. WKMSDI PROPOSED ALGORITHM
Using WKMSDI algorithm, we create a new technique by which data accumulative percentage at central points will be reduced. In this case, time survey in the information bank and accumulation of information is presented by breaking up the areas. We will illustrate these phases by defining all the parameters affecting the WKMSDI algorithm. WKMSDI algorithm has been compared with K-Means algorithm and the Proposed algorithm is more efficient than the Base K-Means algorithm. We have evaluated the amount of specified fields in WKMSDI algorithm and then by combining its Min and Max, we create the vertical bisection condition which is estimated using their average mechanism. Then, by this average, in each area, information search survey is separately evaluated using the above technique and new data and clustering in relation to K are established. This procedure continues until we reach a stable condition in various simulations and when it approximates the Max and Min points of the function, it will reach a more stable condition.
The following function is the target function: In this method, when the information amount is high data abundance is broken in each area and survey time increases.
V. CONCLUSION
Taking into consideration the limitations which Base KMeans algorithm has caused in the data abundance accumulation percentage, we succeeded in reducing this problem by presenting a new technique with WKMSDI algorithm and, using this algorithm, we created a target function in order to improve the survey method in the information bank. Several simulations which have been studied using simulation software and information bank as well as comparisons made indicate that the Proposed algorithm has proved its efficiency in comparison with Base K-Means algorithm and point finding survey in the Proposed algorithm for data accumulation has been performed with higher accuracy and a lower amount of survey. 
